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By Ed McBain

Thomas Mercer, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Shot twice. Plummeted
into cardiac arrest. Pulled from the depths of a nasty coma.
Attorney Matthew Hope s had a rough few months. So when a
slightly cross-eyed beauty brings him a cushy copyright
infringement suit over a similarly cross-eyed teddy bear named
Gladly, all signs point to an easy victory. But before Hope can
sue, he gets sucked into another case. The charge: homicide.
The main suspect: his lovely, cockeyed client, Lainie Commins.
With western Florida s opulent mansions rising above
sunbaked squalor and yacht clubs only a step removed from a
seedy, drug--and-sex--filled underbelly, unraveling Lainie s
increasingly shady alibis won t be easy. But Hope has to figure
out if she s just a plaintiff with an ocular defect or a beauty
with deadeye aim. Grand Master Award-winning author Ed
McBain paints a crooked world where justice is elusive and
telling the difference between the good and the murderous
takes a keen eye.
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It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of
time. I am very easily could get a satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gia nni Hoppe-- Gia nni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your
lifestyle period will probably be transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alfor d K ihn-- Alfor d K ihn
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